Success Story

Data Confidence: the New Frontier
Frontier Communications needed a way to define and manage the
multiple versions of subscriber reports that were being produced as a
result recent mergers and acquisitions. Scorecard Systems helped
Frontier reach agreement on standard metric definitions and put a
system in place to manage business rules consistently, regardless of
Frontier’s source data system or reporting region.
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When satisfied the extracts were correct, the Scorecard
team created a process to bring the data through Scorecard’s
Subscriber Analysis Application (SAA). SAA applies
complex algorithms that match and organize billing system
data to ensure accurate activity and customer metrics.
SAA improves data quality by dealing with a number of
billing system scenarios including future and past dated

the product to be robust with excellent performance,

transactions and disparate transactions that create false

intuitive error-reporting, and auto-correction features.

churn.

Being database agnostic, SAA easily moved to a new
reporting environment when Frontier upgraded.

As data began to flow through SAA, Scorecard performed
additional validation routines to confirm 100% accuracy
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DeLap’s advice for those looking to improve their
subscriber reporting? “First, never underestimate the
effort it will take to define your products and rules.

“Today, our numbers are only valid if
they have come through Scorecard’s
Subscriber Analysis Application, and our
users and execs support that.”

Second, getting the numbers right is a joint effort between
operations and IT, so leave ample time for user acceptance
testing.” This was so important to the project that Frontier
had a dedicated resource to educate end users.
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promotions in a timely fashion. Scorecard has helped
Frontier to consolidate metrics from 17 different regional
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